Photoexcitation of internal proton transfer in the tinuvin molecule causes the excitation of some low frequency vibrational modes which oscillate with high amplitudes in a coherent manner over 700 fs. Such effect is observed for the first time applying two color pump/probe measurement with 25 fs pulses. Based on resonance Raman spectra a normal coordinate analysis of the modes is performed. It is shown that the nuclear movement given by the normal vibration of one of the modes serves to open up a barrierfree proton transfer path.
Raman spectroscopy suggest the 469 cmmode to be of functional importance for the transfer dynamics. Confining to a two-dimensional subspace on the excited state potential hypersurface we propose a phenomenological model for the transfer [3] in which the excitation of the 469cm --deformation mode in the initial phase of the process leads to a nuclear reorganisation corresponding to the 469-origin shift.
By this way a barrierless reaction channel is formed on the potential hypersurface along which the PT path proceeds.
